
Instructions for Drive By Appraisals 
For Single Family and 

Condominium 
 

Single Family form type 2055 
 

Condominium form type 1075 

 
 

On page one under map reference please ensure that “Exterior” is in this box. 
 

 
 
 
 

The appraiser must include a revised Scope of Work, Limiting Conditions and Certification. 

This must be copied and pasted into the form. A pdf copy is not acceptable attached to the form will 
not be accepted. 

 

 
Required - Exhibits for exterior -only inspection appraisals. 

 
1. a street map that shows the location of the subject property and of all comparable sales that the 

appraiser used;  
 

2. clear, descriptive photographs (either in black and white or color) that show the front of the 
subject property, and that are appropriately identified (photographs must be originals that are 
produced either by photography or electronic imaging); and  

 
3. any other data−as an attachment or addendum to the appraisal report form−that are necessary to 

provide an adequately supported opinion of market value.  

 
 



 
 
 

Please take note of the form type. There are currently no specific drive by forms for Multi-Family 
properties, Coop’s, or Manufactured homes. These drive by appraisals must be completed on their 
respective full appraisal forms. 

Multi-Family must be completed as a drive by on the 1025 form 

Coop’s Must be completed on the 2095 form 

Manufactured homes must be completed on the 1004C form. 
 

Please note all parts of the report have to be completed. 
A current MLS listing may be able to provide sufficient information to complete all sections of the 
report, but there may be instances where interviewing the borrower, seller, or agent to the 
transaction may be necessary to obtain the required information to produce a credible value 
opinion. 

Make sure to disclose any information obtained from a non-traditional source. If the seller of the 
property was interviewed to determine information such as the room count, floor covering, etc. 
Please disclose who the information was provided by. 

A sketch is not required, but if county records is the source for the GLA of the property and the 
county has a sketch, please include for reference purposes. 

 

Please provide all photos of the subject you are able to obtain. If MLS provides photos of the subject 
please include all photos available in MLS. If another party such as the borrower, seller or agent 
provide photos for analysis please include them in the appraisal report. Please disclose in the 
appraisal where the photos were obtained. 

If you have any additional questions please email resolutions@unitedstatesappraisals.com and we 
will contact you ASAP. 

 

mailto:resolutions@unitedstatesappraisals.com

